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sity, color, texture, etc. . A contour fragment is a grouping
of a number of edges as an ordered sequence of points. A
key component of progress in this area has been the development of Evaluation Strategies and databases [5, 4, 20], in
particular the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset (BSDS) and
the USF datasets [5]. These datasets have generally focused
on evaluating edges. Unfortunately, datasets featuring contour fragments are currently lacking. Thus, the current evaluation of algorithm to recover contours, or a linked set of
edges, has fallen back on evaluating them against human
annotation at the level of edges [8, 26]. This has prevented
an evaluation of the quality of the grouping of edges into
an ordered sequence of edges: under evaluation based on
edges considers, all grouping of edges are considered a single equivalence class.

Curve fragments, as opposed to unorganized edge elements, are of interest and use in a large number of applications such as multiview reconstructions, tracking, motionbased segmentation, and object recognition. A large number of contour grouping algorithms have been developed,
but progress in this area has been hampered by the fact that
current evaluation methodologies are mainly edge-based,
thus ignoring how edges are grouped into contour segments.
We show that edge-based evaluation schemes work poorly
for the comparison of curve fragment maps, motivating two
novel developments: (i) the collection of new human ground
truth data whose primary representation is contour fragments and where the goal of collection is not distinguished
objects but curves evident in image data, and (ii) a methodology for comparing two sets of curve fragments which
takes into account the instabilities inherent in the formation of curve fragments. The approach compares two curve
fragment sets by exploring deformation of one onto another
while traversing discontinuous transitions. The geodesic
paths in this space represent the best matching between the
two sets of contour fragment. This approach is used to compare the results of edge linkers on the new contour fragment
human ground truth.

While it is possible to generate contour fragments from
some of the existing datasets, these contours are boundaries
of regions, split into contour fragments based on regionbased constraints. In addition, numerous types of contour
fragments are excluded in this process. Hand in hand with
the lack of proper data sets for comparing a set of contour
fragments, evaluating strategies also have focused on comparing two unorganized set of edge maps and methods for
comparing two contour fragment sets are currently lacking.
The contribution of this paper is twofold. The first
contribution is to develop a new type of human annotated
ground truth centered on contour fragments, as motivated
by several factors: (i) a shift of focus is needed from edges
to contour fragments; (ii) a shift in perception on what types
of contours need to be represented and extracted: the development of BSDS was based on the idea that only semantically meaningful contours, i.e.those that define object
boundaries and are central to task such as object recognition should be represented in the human annotation and this
is also what is expected of an algorithm for extracting contour fragments. However, there are numerous other types of
image curves which reflect structure in the world and can
thus be used in a variety of applications, e.g., reflectance
patterns such as zebra stripes, a fold on a wing of a swan, a
high light on an apple, a muscular definition on the hind leg
of a horse, etc. , which can be used in a variety of applica-

1. INTRODUCTION
Edges and contours are subtle concepts. We all see them
in images. They arise from multiple and diverse physical sources, including occluding contours, reflectance discontinuities, surface discontinuities, texture discontinuities,
shade curves, shadows, and highlights. They are also perceived when no physical correlate exists, i.e., at illusory
contours. Numerous computer vision algorithms have been
developed to capture these image contours, typically as input to facilitate object recognition, tracking, 3D reconstruction, and other vision tasks.
These algorithms have had to face the elusive nature of
edge detection and contour extraction [21, 11, 8, 6, 1, 19, 18,
25]. An edge is a point of significant local change in inten1

tion, such as multiview reconstruction based on curves [7],
tracking in a video [14], motion segmentation [13, 12]. In
addition, they can be used in object recognition with addition processing.
The BSDS is not appropriate for the evaluation of such
a diverse set of images curves since its goal is evaluation
of semantic curves and restricted to closed curves, and all
veridical open curves are noted as false positives. A shift
away from semantic contours as object silhouettes to a diverse ragee of images curves which rely 3D structure in
the form of objects requires a shift from closed curve to
open curve fragment and a shift from semantic contours
to perceived contours. We have developed a methodology
for collecting a human-annotated ground-truth database of
perceived contours using 30 images selected from BSDS
images and three human subjects. This Contour Fragment
Ground-Truth Dataset (CFGD), which is publicly available,
does not invalidate the role of BSDS in evaluating semantic
contours. Rather, CFGD can be used to evaluate contour
fragments on the way to constructing semantic contours.
As a second contribution of this paper, we develop a
methodology for comparing two sets of contour fragments.
A key difficulty in comparing two contour fragments is the
inherent instability of the edge linking process.. For example a long contour might be split in two shorter contour
fragments. In contrast to such an instability, which does
not reflect structural differences between the two grouping, there are other groupings which are fundamentally distinct. We adopt an“edit distance” approach, e.g.where split
contours can be merged so that corresponding subsets of
contour fragments can be revealed, leaving missing/extra
correspondences. We show that using this novel approach
to comparing two sets of contour fragments, edge linking
methods for extracting contour fragments can be evaluated
on the newly developed dataset.

2. BSDS is not optimal for evaluating Contour
Fragments
One of the most popular segmentation datasets is the
Berkeley Segmentation Data Set (BSDS) [20]. The stated
goal of this work is to provide an empirical basis for evaluation of image segmentation and boundary detection [9].
The BSDS300 dataset consists of 1,000 Corel dataset images for which 12,000 hand-labeled segmentations of from
30 human subjects have been collected. The BSDS500 is
an extension of the BSDS300 where 200 new images are
added, together with human annotations.
This database has been extensively used for the evaluation of both segmentation and boundary detection algorithms [8, 18, 22, 2, 6], as evidenced by over 1200 citations,
Figure 1. Prior to the establishment of the BSDS databases,
research articles typically showed a few results, likely to be
their best examples, but typically not clear what the typical

examples look like, nor what the failure modes are. Without a formal evaluation, such questions could not be answered even by highly objective researchers. While some
researchers advocated task-orientated evaluation [4], Martin et al. proposed to use multiple human data to evaluate
the intermediate segmentation results [20]. The dataset thus
provides a valuable evaluation framework.

Figure 1. The Berkeley Segmentation Data Set (BSDS) has been
used to evaluate the quality of segmentation and the quality of
boundary detection. (Left) The human performance [9] and
(Right) the performance of the leading boundary detectors on color
images as presented in [3].

There are a number of drawbacks, however. First a
chief drawback of the BSDS in evaluating boundaries is
that the collection methodology is region-based. The subjects are instructed to mark pixel to “Divide each image
into pieces, where each piece represents a distinguished
thing in the image.” The outcome is an explicit partition
of pixels into regional segments. While this is ideal for a
segmentation task, Figure 2(a-b), it is far from optimal for
evaluating boundaries: Occluding contours maps to closed
boundaries, but many other types of boundaries such as
folds do not [16, 15], Figure 2(c-f). Consider how the Picasso drawings illustrate the underlying curve structure with
many open contours, e.g., fingers or curls in Figure 2(g-h).
Summarizing the first issue: BSDS does not allow internal
contours and other open contours to be represented in
the human ground truth data.
It is important to understand that the missing contour in
the dataset are not necessarily the result of scale or level of
detail, but the result of the collection methodology, which
fundamentally prevents the user to delineate open contours,
Figure 2(d-h).
The inability to capture open contours from human subjects implies that veridical open contours are rated as false
positives. This biases the evaluation in favor boundary detection algorithms that detect only closed curves as boundaries of segments. Also, the contour end points which are
essential in detecting gaps are not present in the dataset.
The second shortcoming of this dataset is that the human drawn segments are targeted to be semantic segments:
The subjects are instructed to delineate “distinguished” seg-
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Figure 2. (a-b) The boundaries in these drawings are closed curves
because they enclose regions. However, in real images some contours may not be closed, and in fact insisting on a close contour
leads to the wrong depiction (c-d) or (e) [16, 15]. (f) The internal
contours of this figure from [10] are important to understand this
shape’s 3D structure. (g,h) show both real image and sketch where
open contours are abound.
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Figure 3. The left column show BSDS images, except for the last
row which is an image from [10]. The middle column is the BSDS
human segmentation and the right column is our human annotation
of contours fragments, each shown in a random color. Observe that
internal contours , e.g., the mountain folds, wing definition on the
swan, etc. are annotated. The last row isolated the distinction on
a synthetic shape where the BSDS segmentation is limited to the
occluding contours while our human data also include the fold.

ments. Thus the subjects outline the swan and its reflections
in Figure 3(k), but not its internal contours, waves and other
images curves which are evident. This is both because the
instruction are to focus on “distinguished” segments and
also because the annotation medium does not always allow it. For example, in Figure 3(a), the zebra image, the

Figure 4. Illustrate the construction of human ground-truth
database. The left column shows the process dividing the original image into 16 sub-images to collect human drawn curves separately. The middle column shows examples of human drawing
curve fragments for each sub-image on finer scale. The right column shows the merged results from 16 sub-images.

BSDS human segmentation focuses on the object outline,
Figure 3(b), filling in areas even where the image lacks evidence for it. None of the zebra patterns, which are veridical
image curves are annotated. Thus BSDS segmentation are
high-level semantic interpretations which are beyond a representation dealing with inferring image curves based on local image evidence. This motivates the need for collecting
human annotation of contours which as they are perceived
without semantic interpretive.
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Figure 5. Examples of comparing BSDS Ground Truth and CFGD.
(a) BSDS Images. (b) The Human Data from BSDS. (c) Human Data from Our CFGD. (d) Comparing BSDS to CFGD where
missing contours are shown in green and extra contours are shown
in red.

Contour Fragment Ground-Truth Dataset (CFGD)
This paper remedies both shortcomings by changing the
data collection methodology in three ways. First, it changes
the underlying user interface to closely match the item about
which we are collecting information: the users are asked
to delineate image contours by drawing contours over the
image. This allows both open and closed contours to be
represented in the human ground truth data. Second, a representation of contour fragments as an ordered set edges is

other valid image curves.
Images are presented to subjects in small blocks presented in a randomized order to minimize the semantic context, Figure 4. Specifically, the first 30 BSDS500 test images are used as the image dataset. Each of these images is
broken into a 4x4 grid of smaller images and the 16 images,
with a small padding, are presented in random order to the
subject. Once the image blocks are annotated with contours
they are merged into a single image as a complete human
drawn curve fragment map. Each image has drawing from
three human observers. In addition, contours are obtained
at the original (coarse) scale for comparison, Figure 8.

Figure 6. The left column shows the third order edge detection
results shown in binary map. The middle column is the evaluation results using BSDS boundary benchmark on BSDS ground
truth data. The right column is the evaluation results using BSDS
boundary benchmark on our human ground truth data.
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Figure 7. (a-c) The evaluations of one subject against another
shows that our human annotation is fairly consistent among subjects. (d) The three human ground truth data evaluated on the
BSDS show very good recall, but poor precision. This is because
of internal contours such as surface reflectance (Zebra patterns),
surface folds, highlights, shadows, and others are not marked in
the human ground truth. Thus, about half these veridical curves
are labeled as false positives. This is also what happens when an
edge detector correctly identifies these contours, say the zebra pattern. (e) Evaluating BSDS against the three sets of human data.

maintained. Thus, the collection results in is a set of unorganized contour fragments, Figure 3(c). Third, subjects
are instructed to draw contours which are evident to them.
This shifts the human subject’s attention from boundaries
of distinguished objects to perceived contours, including reflectance contours, highlights, shadows, shade curves, and

Figure 8. The left column shows the BSDS human segmentation.
The middle column is our human annotation of contours fragments
from fine scale, shown in randomized color. The right column is
human annotation of contours fragments from coarse scale, shown
in randomized color.

Figure 5 compares our human annotation with BSDS.
It is important to note that both open and closed contour
fragments are annotated. Observe that the additional contours are not just due to scale of focus. Zebra patterns are
in the same scale as its outline, folds of the surface in Figure 3(m-o) are in the same scale as its outline, similarly for
swan wing deflections, and others. Perhaps the most important aspect of this database is that it is more suited to
evaluate the results of edge detections and boundary fragments at mid-level representation where context and category definition is not meant to play a strong role. For example, Figure 6 left column shows the results from a typical
edge detection. The evaluation results against the BSDS
human segmentation is shown in Figure 6 middle column
demonstrating reasonable recall but poor precision. In contrast, Figure 6 right column evaluates the results against
our human data showing both good recall and good precision. Indeed, the zebra patterns, see Figure 5 top row,
are the major culprit as they are marked as false positives
in BSDS and not in CFGD. Also, contours such as the tail
of the leftmost zebra which is a cognitive contour and not
based on image evidence is missing both from the edge

detection results and our human annotations. See other
examples in Figure 5. Figure 7(a-c) shows that the human annotations among the subjects are fairly consistent
when one is evaluated against another. Figure 7(d) show
the evaluation of our human data against BSDS and viceversa in Figure 7(e). The CFGD can be found at http:
//vision.lems.brown.edu/datasets/cfgd.
We retrained Pb on our new dataset, with iterations of 15
images for training and the other 15 images for testing. We
use logistic regression for optimizing cue weights without
scale selection for each cue, see Figure 9.

Figure 10. The superposition of two sets of curve fragments maps:
(red vs green) illustrates that matching curve fragments is unlike
matching edge points: Edge Points can either match or not. Curve
fragments can match partially with the participation of other curve
fragments.

where Ci is a curve fragment. This is the form the output
of an edge linker is expected to take. Similarly, contours
drawn by subjects on an image take this form. Consider
now a second set of curve fragments
C¯ = {C̄1 , C̄2 , · · · , C̄N̄ }.

(2)

Our goal is to compare the two curve fragment maps C and
¯ The approach advocated here is to select the best path
C.
among all paths of deformation that incrementally change
curves in one curve fragment set to bring it into register to
corresponding curves in a second curve fragment set, Figure 11.
Figure 9. Applying the BSDS evaluation method but using the
CFGD ground truth comparing the Third Order Edge Detection [24] (green), and the Pb edge detection retrained on this form
of data (red). Left: fine scale annotations, Right: coarse scale annotations.

3. Evaluating Algorithms for Extracting Image
Curve Fragments using Edit Distance
Evaluating edge linking is drastically different than evaluating edge detection. The BSDS methodology compares
contour fragments by comparing their constituent edges.
Specifically, the edge map is considered as an unorganized
point cloud (possibly attributed by an orientation attribute),
and the two sets are compared by solving an assignment
problem [19]. A critical factor making this possible is the
binary state of match: two points either match as a pair
because they are sufficiently similar in location and other
attributes and no better contenders exists, or they do not
match.
For curve fragments the situation is drastically different.
Two curves can match, not match at all, or they can partially
match, sometimes in combination with the participation of
other curve fragments, Figure 10. How can an unorganized
set of curve fragments be compared to another?
This paper advocates a novel approach to comparing two
unorganized sets of curve fragments using the notions of
geodesics and Edit Distance. Denote a curve fragment by
the notation C, defined as an unorganized set of curve fragments
C = {C1 , C2 , · · · , CN },

(1)

Figure 11. Compute the geodesic path between two curve fragment maps, each path of which is represented as a point. The
red path shows the minimum distance among all deformation se¯
quences from curve fragment map C to curve fragment map C.

Formally, define C(t) as a deformation path starting at
C(0) = C, where the deformation of a curve fragment set is
defined based on deforming its constituent curve fragments,
¯ This implies
and when at some time t = 1, C(1) = C.
that each curve fragment Cn (s) deforms as Cn (s, t) along
a space of continuous deformation paths:
C(t) = {Cn (s, t)|Cn (s, 0) = Cn (s), Cn (s, t) = C¯n̄ (s), ∀n}.
(3)
The difficulty in this formulation is that continuous set of
deformations can handle matching a restricted pair of curve
fragment sets, i.e., those which are equal in number of
curve fragments and which are in one-to-one correspondence. When there are an unequal number of curves, e.g.,
where a long curve in one set is split into two in another,
discontinuous operations are also needed to account for situation like those illustrated in Figure 10.
We define discontinuous operations, split, merge, delete,
and insert which are akin to discontinuous edit operations
on a graph, Figure 12. These are referred to as transitions
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Figure 12. Curve Fragment Map Transitions: (a) Merge, (b) Split,
(c) Insert, (d) Purge. These are complemented by continuous deformation shown in (e). Any curve fragment map can be transformed to be in correspondence to another curve fragment map
through a sequence of continuous deformations connected by a
transitions.

because continuous paths of deformations are connected at
these points, which represent a transition from one continuous deformation to another. For example, consider two
curve fragments with a gap between them, Figure 13. Let
one curve elongate to cover the gap and then touch the other
curve. Before the two curves can become a long curve in
the deformation process, a merge transition must put them
together. The set of allowable deformations on a curve fragment set are therefore twofold: (i) continuous deformations
and (ii) discontinuous transitions.

(a)

a minimum Chamfer Distance requirement for two curves
to match. Observe that two curves can potentially match
only for a limited portion of their length.
The spatial and orientation restriction of potentially
matching curves implies that the only deformations a curve
fragment is allowed to make is to lengthen or shorten. We
call this continuous deformation process a “deform” and its
cost is simply the length change, assuming a uniform distribution over length. The cost of all other operations are
based on the deform cost: a delete operation shrinks a curve
to a point and then the point disappears, costing the length
of the curve1 . Conversely, an insert operation generates a
point at no cost and then lengthens this point to the desired
curve, costing the length of the curve. Similarly, two abutting curves are merged at the cost of one pixel, representing
the pixel that is being lengthened or shortened to merge or
split, respectively.
Second, the issue of searching a rather large space of
paths is addressed in two steps. The first step follows
the standard string edit distance analogy: there are numerous insert/split possibilities while there relatively fewer
delete/merge possibilities. Thus, it is significantly more efficient to break the path from one set of curve fragments to
another into an equivalent pair of subpaths each from a set
of curve fragments and culminating on a common simpler
set of curve fragments, where each subpath allows deletes
and merges but not inserts and splits.

(b)

Figure 13. (a) Left side C and right side C¯ are two transform sequence. It shows how Geodesic Distance measure cost deforming
¯ (b) The cost of deformation in this case is DE + FG + HI.
C into C.

The distance between two sets of curve fragments is then
measured as the cost of the geodesic path in this space of deformations. The computation of distance requires resolving
two issues, however: (i) What is the cost of each path, and
(ii) how to search an enormously large search space. Each
issue is addressed in turn.
First, the cost of an operation is the likelihood of the data
that is being removed or hallucinated. For the purpose of illustration, suppose each set of curve fragments consists of
a single curve. Since the two curves have a common source
in the image, proximity of matching curves to each other
matters more than the shape of the curves. Since the process of extracting a curve has an intrinsic level of error,
whether it is done by a human in a ground truth marking
process or by an algorithm, lateral variation in a curve can
only be a limited small distance from its true locations. This
distance τd is a system parameter which is set to two pixels for all experiments shown here. Two curves which are
more than this distance apart cannot match. Similarly, a
pair of matching curves need to match in orientation, not
exceeding an orientation threshold τθ , which is set to 72o
throughout this paper. This is in fact a form of establishing
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Figure 14. The grouping of curve fragments into mutually paired
subsets is illustrated. (a) Human Ground truth. (b) Curve fragment extraction. (c) Each group of curve fragments is colored
similarly with curves from one set shown in one certain color and
the other in the corresponding darker color. While the isolated
dark red curve fragments are the missed ones from human ground
truth, the isolate dark green contours are the extra curve fragments
generated from curve fragment extraction. All Figures are scalable
and zooming in helps probe the grouping.

The second step restricts the search space by consider1 More generally contrast can be incorporated into this cost, but this has
not been done here.

ing curves only in the τd −neighborhood around each curve.
This allows for partitioning the curve fragment sets in mutually pairing subsets so that the edit distance need only
be solved within these sets. The process is illustrated in
Figure 15(a). Consider some curve Ci in the first set of
curve fragments and denote a curve C̄ī in the second set of
curve fragments that falls in the τd −neighborhood around
Ci . Refer to this process as pairing Ci and Cī . Since
this relationship is not one to one, we seek mutually pairing
subsets of curve fragments Cj = {Ci1 , Ci2 , · · · , CNj } and
C¯j̄ = {C̄ī1 , Cī2 , · · · , CN̄j̄ } such that each curve fragment
in Cj has all its paired curves in C¯j̄ and vice versa. It might
appear that his kind of chaining might go on for a while, but
the process typically converges rather rapidly. Figure 14
shows the subsets Cj and C¯j̄ comparing two sets of curve
fragments.
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Figure 15. (a) Consider two contour fragments sets are shown in
red (c1 , c2 ) and the other in green (c3 , c4 , c5 ). The search for mutually paring subsets begin with any contour, say c1 , and checking
potential parings in the second set of contour fragments, c3 and
c4 , in this case. The pairing of each of these contour fragments
is in turn found in the first set, adding c2 to the group, and then
c5 is added in another iteration. (b) Each contour’s neighborhood
region is the span area with θ = 60o , radius R = 10, starting 2
pixels backward the end point. Mergable curves should have end
points within each other’s neighborhood without other curves lying within the intersection of neighborhood regions (yellow). (c)
Mergable fragment subsets. (d) The minimum cost combination is
found to be {c1 , c2 , c4 }, and {c6 , c7 , c8 }.

The grouping of curve fragments described above partitions the sets of curve fragments into non-intersecting subsets which typically have very few number of curve fragments, Figure 16(b). The numbers are sufficiently low that
the optimal edit distance can be found in a brute-force man-

(a)
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Figure 16. (a) A histogram representing the total number of curve
fragments per subject for CFGD of human drawn curve fragments.
(b) The distribution of the number of curve fragments within Mutually pairing subsets drawn from 5 random image pairs

ner with more constraints as illustrated in Figure 15(c), as
follows: Let {C1 , C2 , · · · , CN } and {C¯1 , C¯2 , · · · , C¯N } be
two sets of curve fragments. For each set, say the first,
form pair of contours (Ci , Cj ) and consider them as potential merge candidates. We say that (Ci , Cj ) are potential
mergable if their end points are within each other’s neighborhood region, and ∀Ck , k 6= i, k 6= j, Ck is not “in between” Ci and Cj , Figure 15(b). This results in a subset of
pairs {(Ci , Cj )} in set one, and {(C̄i , C̄j )} in set two. This
process now continues by forming triplets (Ci , Cj , Cl ) from
(Ci , Cj and (Cj , Cl ), and then quadruplets, and so on. The
set of pairs, triplet, and so on, formed in this way represents
the space of all potential merges in each set, Figure 15(c).
Each such possibility from the first set of curve fragments is
compared in a brute force manner to all combination from
the second set of curve fragments via the distance between
curve combinations described earlier, Figure 13(b), and normalized by the length of the combination. The minimum
normalized distance is selected as a correspondence, and
this procedure is repeated for all curve fragments not involved in the selected combinations until no curve remains
in either set, or if the distance between the best combinations is above a threshold τ , Figure 15(d).
The above process of finding the “geodesic path” between two curve fragments results in (a) a matching set of
curve fragment combinations with an edit distance between
each combination, (b) missing contours in the second set of
curve fragments as compared to the first set, and (c) extra
contours in the second set of curve fragments as compared
to the first set, Figure 17.

Figure 17. The left side shows the computed contour map, the
right side shows the matching result between ground truth contour and computed contour map. Matched subsets is multicolored.
Missing in ground truth is shown in red. Extra in computed contour map is shown in green.

Figure 18. PR curves of curve extracting systems evaluated on fine
scale CFGD (left) and coarse scale CFGD (right).

4. Results
Before comparing curve fragments, we select the
optimized edge detection threshold using BSDS evaluation
method on our ground truth dataset. Retrained Pb and
third order edge detector with optimized threshold provides
baselines for edge linkers. The approach for comparing
two curve fragment sets together with human ground
truth which is in the form of curve fragments allows for
the evaluation of edge linking algorithms, specifically,
the generic proximity linker, the Kovasi linker [17], the
symbolic linker [24], and the Van Duc topographical
contour extraction [23], Figure 18. All linkers are tested
on both the Pb edge map [19] as well as on the third-order
(TO) edge map [24], except the Van Duc algorithm where
edge detection and linking is integrated. The results show
that symbolic linker performs best when using either Pb or
TO edge maps.
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